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Abstract: Proton-conducting ionomers are widespread materials for application in electrochemical 

energy storage devices. However, their properties depend strongly on operating conditions. In bio-

fuel cells with a separator membrane, the swelling behavior as well as the conductivity need to be 

optimized with regard to the use of buffer solutions for the stability of the enzyme catalyst. This 

work presents a study of the hydrolytic stability, conductivity and mechanical behavior of different 

proton exchange membranes based on sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone) (SPEEK) and sulfonated 

poly(phenyl sulfone) (SPPSU) ionomers in phosphate buffer solution. The results show that the 

membrane stability can be adapted by changing the casting solvent (DMSO, water or ethanol) and 

procedures, including a crosslinking heat treatment, or by blending the two ionomers. A 

comparison with NafionTM shows the different behavior of this ionomer versus SPEEK membranes. 
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1. Introduction 

Synthetic polymer membranes are economical separator materials in many advanced 

devices, including ultrafiltration systems, electrolyzers, redox-flow batteries and 

hydrogen separation [1–5]. Membranes composed of ionomers [6] (i.e., polymers with 

grafted ionic groups, including commercial NafionTM, 3MTM, AquivionTM) are important 

for the development of highly efficient and reliable electrochemical energy conversion 

devices such as fuel cells. The main challenge is to increase the ionomer conductivity and 

maintain an appropriate hydrolytic and mechanical stability [7–9]; very often, the good 

conductivity of highly functionalized polymers is linked to a poor hydrolytic stability 

[10,11], an increase of the reactant permeability and an overall decay of the device 

performances, ultimately causing the failure of the systems. The microstructure and 

behavior of ionomer membranes in operating conditions thus need to be better 

understood to increase the lifetime and the efficiency of the devices. 

In the last years, biological fuel cells (BioFCs) were developed as an alternative to 

classical fuel cells [12]. The main advancement and, at the same time, the main challenge 

for this type of cell is the substitution of the inorganic catalyst. Generally, expensive and 

rare (e.g., platinum) [13,14] BioFCs can be divided in two sub-categories [15], microbial 

fuel cells (MFCs), using complex organisms as catalyst [16,17], and enzymatic fuel cells 

(EFCs), using enzymes as catalyst [18–20]. In both cases, the coupling of the catalyst with 
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the materials of the whole device has to be deeply understood to guarantee the catalyst’s 

stability over time and the overall performance to the device [14]. EFCs including a 

separator membrane [20,21] were introduced to solve the main problems of membrane-

less EFC, i.e., the mixing of the reactants (O2 and H2) and the sensitivity of some enzymes 

to O2 [22], which result in a short lifetime of the device and poor performances [23,24]. In 

the specific example of the EFCs, the enzyme catalyst is often immersed in a buffer 

solution to guarantee the optimal activity [24]. All materials utilized are thus in contact 

with the buffer, including the ionomer membrane that has to be hydrolytically stable and 

maintain a sufficient ionic conductivity in this medium. 

We already demonstrated [25] that the hydrolytic stability and conductivity of proton 

and anion conducting membranes strongly depends on the type, concentration and pH of 

the buffer: ionic crosslinks by ions contained in the solution can significantly affect the 

conductivity. Some previous works [26–30] demonstrate that commercially available 

NafionTM membranes can undergo a dramatic proton conductivity reduction in BioFCs 

related to cation exchange. After a few hours of EFC operation, the membrane completely 

exchanged cations and required an intensive wash with sulfuric acid or a replacement, 

increasing the overall maintenance cost of the device. It is thus of crucial importance to 

study the behavior of ionomers in typical EFC conditions and in particular how the 

hydrolytic stability, as well as the conductivity, can be optimized by different methods 

(such as blend formation between polymers, change of the casting procedure and solvent, 

crosslinking reactions) to boost the overall performances of the device. 

In this work, we investigate the casting of two main sulfonated aromatic polymers 

(SAP), sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone) (SPEEK) and sulfonated poly(phenyl sulfone) 

(SPPSU), as shown in Scheme 1a, and their blends in different solvents to obtain an 

optimized membrane for the EFC phosphate buffer solution. In particular, the casting of 

highly functionalized SPEEK from dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), DMSO-water, ethanol and 

ethanol-water, and the blending of SPEEK and SPPSU, are investigated to optimize the 

conductivity of the membranes while maintaining a good hydrolytic and mechanical 

stability. The properties of membranes are reported after immersion in a 0.05 M phosphate 

buffer solution, including conductivity, hydrolytic stability (gravimetric and volumetric 

solution uptake), dry density and Young’s modulus. These properties are finally 

compared to commercial NafionTM 212 that is used as a benchmark. 

 

Scheme 1. (a) Structures of sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone) (SPEEK) and sulfonated 

poly(phenyl sulfone) (SPPSU). (b) Various possible pathways for the reticulation of SPEEK. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

The NafionTM 212 membrane was purchased from Fuel Cell Store (College Station, 

TX, USA) in the form of a film of 30 × 30 cm2 dimension. 

Sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone) (SPEEK) and sulfonated poly(phenyl sulfone) 

(SPPSU) were prepared by reaction of poly(ether ether ketone) (Victrex, Thornton-

Cleveleys, UK, MW = 38,300 g/mol) or poly(phenyl sulfone) (Solvay, Brussels, Belgium, 

MW = 46,173 g/mol) with concentrated sulfuric acid (H2SO4; Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, 

95–97%) under nitrogen atmosphere [31]. 

The degree of sulfonation (DS) and the ion exchange capacity (IEC) of each polymer 

was determined by NMR spectroscopy and acid-base titration [32,33]. The obtained 

values were, for SPEEK: DS = 92% and IEC = 2.50 meq/g, and for SPPSU: DS = 152% and 

IEC = 2.92 meq/g. 

Membranes were cast from DMSO, DMSO-water, ethanol or ethanol-water in a flat 

Petri dish (Figure 1). Generally, 0.5 g of polymer (or a mixture of two polymers) was 

dissolved in 10 g of solvent (or a mixture of two solvents). In the case of DMSO or DMSO-

water, after evaporation to around one third of the original volume, the solution was 

poured in a Petri dish and evaporated in an oven at 80 °C for 18 h. 

For ethanol and ethanol-water, the solution was directly poured into a Petri dish and 

evaporated in an oven at 80 °C for 15 min or 18 h, respectively. 

A crosslinking treatment at 180 °C for 3 h, as described in References [11,34,35], was 

applied to as-cast membranes that showed poor hydrolytic stability (in particular, SPPSU-

based membranes). 

 

Figure 1. A typical membrane cast in a flat Petri dish. 

2.1. Hydrolytic Stability 

The hydrolytic stability was investigated in a 0.05 M phosphate (H2PO4−/HPO42−) 

buffer at pH = 6.5 ± 0.2. The pH was determined with a calibrated pH-meter (Mettler 

Toledo). This buffer was chosen because it is among the best buffer solutions that stabilize 

most of the enzymes in EFCs, in particular bilirubin oxidase [12,36]. 

Mass uptake (MU) was measured twice at 25 °C and calculated according to the 

equation: 

��(%) =
���� − ����

����

� × 100 (1)

The mass of wet samples (mwet) was determined after immersion in the buffer solution 

during 24 h at 25 °C in a thermoregulated oven without any additional washing in water. 

Before the measurement, the membrane was wiped carefully with absorbing paper to 

remove the excess of buffer solution on the surface. The mass of the dry samples (mdry) 

was measured in a closed vessel after drying over P2O5 for 24 h. 

The dry density of the ionomer was measured using the mass and dimensions of the 

membranes after drying over P2O5 for 24 h. 
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2.2. Ionic Conductivity 

The through-plane ionic conductivity was measured by impedance spectrometry 

between 1 Hz and 6 MHz using an impedance spectrometer, Biologic VSP300 (Biologic, 

Seyssinet-Pariset, France). The amplitude of the oscillating voltage was 20 mV. After 

immersion in the buffer during 24 h at 25 °C in a thermoregulated oven and after 

removing the buffer excess on the surface, the samples were measured at 25 °C in 

humidified conditions inside a Swagelok cell with two stainless-steel electrodes. The 

sample resistance, R, was obtained from typical impedance spectra (Figure 2) using the 

intercept with the real axis. The ionic conductivity, σ, was calculated using the equation: 

� =  
�ℎ���

� � ·  ����

 (2)

where thwet and Awet are respectively the thickness of the membrane in the wet state after 

the measurement (measured with a micrometer, Mitutoyo 293-230) and the electrode area. 

 

Figure 2. Typical complex impedance diagrams of a SPEEK membrane cast in DMSO (K-D) and a 

NafionTM membrane after immersion in buffer. 

2.3. Tensile Stress-Strain Tests 

The mechanical measurements were performed with an Adamel Lhomargy 

TESTOMETRIC M250-2.5CT testing machine (Testometric, Rochdale, UK). The specimens 

(two for each test) were cut in rectangular shape (25 mm length and 5 mm width) by 

paying particular attention to having smooth and perfectly sharp edges to avoid points of 

stress concentration that eventually lead to premature breaking. The samples were placed 

between two clamps and the test was performed at a constant elongation rate of 5 mm/min 

at ambient temperature (25 ± 1 °C) and relative humidity (RH 40% ± 10%), or after 

immersion at 25 °C in the phosphate buffer solution. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Cast Membranes 

The casting conditions of the realized membranes are reported in Table 1. 

Table 1. Casting conditions of membranes. K stands for SPEEK, U for SPPSU, D for DMSO, W for water, and E for ethanol. 

XL (crosslink) indicates membranes thermally treated 3 h at 180 °C. sh specifies a short (15 min) heat treatment during 

casting. The casting temperature in all cases is 80 °C. 

Name 
Polymer (wt %) Casting Solvent (wt %) 

Casting Time 
SPPSU SPEEK DMSO Water Ethanol 

K-D - 100 100 - - 18 h 

K-E-sh - 100 - - 100 15 min 

K-E - 100 - - 100 18 h 

K-EW-sh - 100 - 50 50 15 min 

K-EW - 100 - 50 50 18 h 

U-D 100 - 100 - - 18 h 

KU50-D 50 50 100 - - 18 h 

KU30-D 30 70 100 - - 18 h 

U-DW 100 - 10 90 - 18 h 

KU50-DW (XL) 50 50 10 90 - 18 h 

KU30-DW (XL) 30 70 10 90 - 18 h 

U-E-sh 100 - - - 100 15 min 

U-E 100 - - - 100 18 h 

The various polymer membranes were realized to study how the casting procedure 

affected the membrane behavior in the buffer solution. In particular, the utilization of 

solvents different from DMSO was explored to cast membranes free of harmful solvent 

for enzymes. The casting temperature of 80 °C was chosen following our previous 

experience with membranes as energy devices [33,37,38]: it is compatible both with DMSO 

and ethanol and in the case of ethanol, avoids a too fast evaporation resulting in an 

inhomogeneous membrane. 

SPEEK/SPPSU blends were explored to simultaneously enhance the conductivity and 

hydrolytic stability of the membrane: SPEEK contributed to the hydrolytic stability and 

SPPSU contributed to increase the ionic conductivity. Following the results of the 

characterization of SPEEK/SPPSU blends, we moved from the initial 50/50 wt% to a 70/30 

wt% composition, because of the poor stability in the buffer of the first blend (cf. 

Discussion, Section 4). 

The crosslinked membranes (indicated with XL) were realized with the aim of 

hydrolytic stabilization even with a small loss of ionic conductivity because of the 

decrease of the ion exchange capacity (IEC) due to the reticulation reaction [35,39]. As 

described in Scheme 1b, the crosslinking treatment consumes some sulfonic acid groups 

for the creation of sulfone bridges between chains: following XL, the polymer absorbs less 

water, because of the loss of some hydrophilic sulfonic acid groups resulting in an increase 

of the hydrolytic stability. A better compromise between stability and good ionic 

conductivity is thus possible to reach by reticulation. 

The hydrolytic stability and conductivity in phosphate buffer solution, as well as the 

dry density and Young’s modulus of membranes, are reported in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Mass (MU) and volume (VU) uptake, conductivity (σ), dry density (d) and Young’s modulus (E) in humid air of 

various ionomer membranes. K stands for SPEEK, U for SPPSU, D for DMSO, W for water, and E for ethanol. XL (crosslink) 

indicates membranes thermally treated for 3 h at 180 °C. sh specifies a short (15 min) heat treatment during casting. 

Samples MU (%) VU (%) σ (mS/cm) d (g/cm3) E (MPa) 

K-D 74.3 115.9 15.8 1.44 1400 ± 150 

K-E-sh 60.7 98.8 9.0 1.09 900 ± 160 

K-E 67.0 110.9 12.7 0.99 580 ± 10 

K-EW-sh 279.1 419.7 22.2 1.31 1370 ± 10 

K-EW 256.1 382.8 22.9 1.39 1090 ± 5 

U-D Diss * Diss * Diss * 1.32 700 ± 50 

KU50-D partial diss not measured 25.9 1.19 370 ± 80 

KU30-D 91 176.4 25.8 1.06 640 ± 10 

U-DW Diss * Diss * Diss * 1.15 590 ± 280 

KU50-DW Diss * Diss * Diss * 1.13 1220 ± 10 

KU30-DW 174 214.4 28.8 1.15 830 ± 120 

KU50-DW XL 79.7 192.0 10.4 1.61 not measured 

KU30-DW XL 74.4 80.8 10.3 1.27 not measured 

U-E-sh Diss * Diss * Diss * 1.23 830 ± 120 

U-E Diss * Diss * Diss * 1.20 500 ± 40 

* Dissolution. 

The dry density of membranes depends strongly on the casting solvent. The dry 

density of SPEEK and SPPSU has the highest value of around 1.4 g/cm3 when cast from 

DMSO, in good agreement with literature values [9,40]. This result indicates a high 

packing density of the macromolecules, also increasing the stiffness of the membranes by 

Van der Waals interactions (see below). SPEEK membranes cast from ethanol present a 

lower density, around 1 g/cm3, indicating that in this solvent, the macromolecular chains 

are much less densely packed with no nanophase separation (cf. Discussion, Section 4). 

Intermediate values, more similar to DMSO, are observed in ethanol/water mixtures. In 

the case of SPPSU and SPPSU/SPEEK blends, the dry density is around 1.2 g/cm3 and 

increases as expected after a cross-linking treatment. 

3.2. MU, Dry Density, Conductivity, Mechanical Properties 

Figure 2 shows typical impedance spectra of SPEEK (K-D) and NafionTM membranes. 

3.3. Comparison of SPEEK vs. NafionTM 

The MU, conductivity and mechanical properties were compared for a typical 

DMSO-cast SPEEK membrane (K-D) and a NafionTM 212 membrane before and after 

immersion in buffer solution. 

Figure 3 presents typical stress-strain curves for SPEEK and NafionTM. The 

mechanical properties are reported in Table 3. The curves and properties in ambient 

humidity are consistent with previously reported data [40,41]. After immersion in buffer 

solutions, the curves change dramatically. Whereas the decrease of Young’s modulus and 

tensile strength of SPEEK are attributable to the plasticizing effect of liquid water due to 

its high dielectric constant, the behavior of NafionTM in the buffer is more surprising. One 

notices a very strong reduction of the elongation at break and a significant increase of 

Young’s modulus. The enhanced stiffness (and reduced ductility) of NafionTM is 

corroborated by the handling experience after buffer immersion. 

Analyzing the mechanical test results (Table 3 and Figure 3), the behavior of SPEEK 

moves from a rigid polymer to a plastic one: The Young’s modulus decreased and the 

elongation at break increased remarkably. This is certainly due to the plasticizing effect of 

the water inside the membrane, weakening the interactions between the macromolecular 
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chains and/or functionalized groups [40,42]. In the case of NafionTM, the membrane 

evolves from a plastic to a rigid behavior after immersion inside the buffer solution. As 

already demonstrated [41], NafionTM exchanged with different cations shows a distinct 

shift to higher temperature of the glass transition, indicating an enhancement of the 

stiffness. Similar findings were reported in the literature: ion exchange in hydrated 

NafionTM samples increases the Young’s modulus of the membranes in increasing order 

of ionic radius [43]. An increase in Young’s modulus means that the material becomes 

stiffer and a larger force is necessary to cause elastic deformation. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. Typical stress-strain curves at relative humidity (RH) = 40% ± 10% and after immersion in buffer solution of (a) 

K-D and (b) Nafion 212 membrane. 

Table 3. Mass uptake (MU), ionic conductivity, σ, and mechanical properties after conditioning in humid air or buffer 

solution at room temperature (RT). * in fully hydrated conditions. 

Membrane Conditions MU (%) σ (mS/cm) 

Young’s 

Modulus 

(MPa) 

Yield Stress 

(MPa) 

Ultimate 

Strength (MPa) 

Elongation at 

Break (%) 

NafionTM 212 
RH = 40% ± 10% 19.0 15.4 * 203 ± 26 5 ± 1 21 ± 6 245 ± 105 

Buffer 9.0 1.9 352 ± 88 5 ± 2 22 ± 4 38 ± 4 

K-D 
RH = 40% ± 10% diss diss 1423 ± 209 25 ± 8 44 ± 4 9 ± 6 

Buffer 74.3 15.8 295 ± 55 3 ± 2 10 ± 8 45 ± 30 
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4. Discussion 

The difference in mechanical and solubility properties of cast and thermally treated 

(annealed and commercial) NafionTM films is usually ascribed to the thermal 

reorganization of the cold cast micellar structure with sulfonate groups on the outside of 

the micelle to an inverted micellar structure with the sulfonate groups on the inside [44]. 

If we compare membranes cast from 100% SPEEK in different solvents and with 

different thermal treatment times (Figure 4), we can observe that the thermal treatment 

time (18 h or 15 min) does not affect the MU and conductivity and that membranes cast 

from DMSO and ethanol solutions have comparable properties. However, a very large 

enhancement of solution uptake and conductivity is observed for ethanol-water mixtures. 

This can be due to the different nanostructure in the membranes related to the high 

dielectric constant of water: the presence of water allows the formation of ionic clusters 

between sulfonic acid groups that are responsible for the swelling and the ionic 

conductivity [45]. The higher conductivity can also be explained by the large ionic 

mobility in the presence of a large amount of water (see discussion below). 

 

Figure 4. Comparison of SPEEK membranes realized with different solvents and casting procedures. 

The thermal treatment of 18 h has a clear influence on the elastic modulus, which is 

much lower in comparison with the samples heated for 15 min only. The initially very stiff 

membranes deform easier. One can also observe that samples made from pure DMSO 

show the highest Young’s modulus, and this high stiffness was reported before [11,37,46]. 

The presence of water in the casting solvent generally further enhances the Young’s 

modulus. Membranes cast from pure ethanol instead show a quite low stiffness and, in 

the case of SPEEK, a low density. This indicates a low packing density of the 

macromolecular chains and low nanophase separation in accordance with the low 

conductivity. 

Comparing membranes realized in 100% DMSO in Table 2, we can observe that the 

100% SPPSU membrane dissolves in the buffer solution. The addition of 50% of SPEEK 

stabilizes the membrane but the apparent solution uptake reveals a partial dissolution 

phenomenon, attributable to some SPPSU loss in the buffer solution. The two membranes 

can be further stabilized by a crosslinking treatment. By adding 70% of SPEEK, the 

membrane does not dissolve, and the conductivity is high due to the effect of a large 

solution uptake. 

Figure 5 shows membranes realized in 10% DMSO and 90% water composed of 

SPPSU or blended with SPEEK. We can observe, as already mentioned for the SPEEK 

membranes, that the addition of water to the casting solvent negatively affects the 

hydrolytic stability of the membranes. The 30/70 membrane (KU30-DW) has a higher MU 
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than a membrane cast in pure DMSO and can be stabilized only with a crosslinking 

treatment. XL membranes present a good ionic conductivity, and their properties are 

similar to the reference SPEEK membrane cast from DMSO (K-D). 

Membranes with 100% SPPSU cast from ethanol with two different thermal 

treatment times (U-E-sh and U-E in Table 2) are not stable, and the solvent and the 

treatment time do not modify the stability. These membranes need to be further 

crosslinked to achieve the right properties. 

Figure 6 shows the ionic conductivity as a function of the mass uptake (MU). The 

apparent maximum at intermediate values of MU was reported before in other ionomers 

[47]. It is related to antagonistic effects of a cation concentration increase that 

simultaneously reduces the cation mobility so that an optimal value is obtained for an 

intermediate value of concentration. 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of SPEEK/SPPSU blend membranes cast from 10% DMSO and 90% water and crosslinked. 

 

Figure 6. K+ ion conductivity as a function of the mass uptake. The dotted line is a guide for the 

eye only. 
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We can further utilize all the data from the mass uptake and conductivity 

measurement to calculate an effective cation mobility (K+), assuming that the ion exchange 

groups have been fully substituted by potassium. Furthermore, we assume that no 

supplementary adsorbed ions are present, because the exchange was made in a 0.05 M 

buffer so that the driving force for excess ion adsorption is low. The cation concentration 

expressed in mol/L in the membrane is then defined by the IEC and the MU. The density, 

ρ, of the electrolytic solution is taken as 1 g/cm3 [48,49]. 

( )
IEC

c K
MU

 
  (3)

The effective mobility u(K+) (in cm2 V−1 s−1) is defined according to Equation (4) by the 

measured ionic conductivity σ(K+) (expressed in mS/cm, Table 2) and the calculated ion 

concentration c(K+) (in mol/L): 

�(��) =  
�(��)

� � · �(��)
 (4)

The calculated cation mobility data are reported in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. K+ ion mobility in various proton exchange membranes based on SPEEK and 

SPPSU/SPEEK blends. 

The exponential dependence of the cation mobility as a function of the square root of 

cation concentration has been previously related to the conditions of ionic motion in 

nanometric ion conduction channels, where the mobile ions migrate with immobile 

counterions grafted on the channel walls [50–52]. The extrapolation to c(i) = 0 gives the 

cation mobility at infinite dilution (u(K+) = 7 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1) that can be compared with 

literature data of K+ mobility in aqueous solution (u(K+) = 7.6 × 10−4 cm2 V1 s1) [53,54]. 

5. Conclusions 

This work explored the possibility to adapt the hydrolytic behavior, the conductivity 

and the mechanical properties of ion-conducting membranes based on sulfonated 

aromatic polymers such as SPEEK and SPPSU by changing the casting solvent and 

procedure, by blending two different polymers and by a crosslinking treatment. The 

results of the different characterizations were discussed to find out the optimal 

compromise for the utilization of these polymers as membranes in EFC containing a buffer 

solution. The solvent and the casting procedure influenced the properties of the 

membranes: the use of ethanol reduced the swelling, but at the same time also the Young’s 
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modulus. A shorter casting time resulted in stiffer membranes but had no effect on MU 

and conductivity. The crosslinking stabilized the membranes that showed a better 

hydrolytic stability, even if with a little decrease of conductivity. The addition of SPPSU 

to SPEEK membranes improved the ionic conductivity; however, the ratio between the 

two polymers has to be carefully tuned in order to keep the hydrolytic stability. 

The comparison between a DMSO-cast SPEEK membrane and NafionTM shows how 

the behavior of the two polymers before and after the immersion in the buffer solution is 

different. The SPEEK membrane exhibited a higher MU and conductivity in comparison 

to NafionTM, and this difference can be ascribed to the solution uptake and the quite high 

cation mobility in this SAP. The mechanical properties change differently in the two 

polymers: SPEEK moves from a rigid to a plastic behavior while NafionTM does exactly 

the contrary. 

The analysis of all data demonstrated that an optimal value of conductivity can be 

obtained at intermediate values of mass uptake and that the extrapolation to infinite 

dilution of the mobility of conducting potassium ions is in good agreement with literature 

data. 

This study opens interesting perspectives for the utilization of SAP polymers as 

membranes in enzymatic and Bio-FC, exploring the possibility of less hazardous casting 

solvents, while maintaining appropriate conductivity and hydrolytic stability of 

membranes in buffer solutions. 
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